Abstract

Web application testers need automated, effective approaches to validate the test results of complex, evolving web applications. In previous work, we developed a suite of automated oracle comparators that focus on specific characteristics of a web application’s HTML response. We found that oracle comparators’ effectiveness depends on the application’s behavior. We also found that by combining the results of two oracle comparators, we could achieve better effectiveness than using a single oracle comparator alone. However, selecting the most effective oracle combination from the large suite of comparators is difficult. In this paper, we propose applying decision tree learning to identify the best combination of oracle comparators, based on the tester’s effectiveness goals. Using decision tree learning, we train separately on four web applications and identify the most effective oracle comparator for each application. We evaluate the learned comparators’ effectiveness in a case study and propose a process for testers to apply our learning approach in practice.

1 Introduction

The critical need for reliable web applications, coupled with their frequent code modification [13], motivates developing automated, accurate validation approaches, specialized for web applications. In previous work, we developed a suite of general, automated oracle comparators that each focus on specific characteristics of a web application’s HTML response [19]. We found that the oracles’ effectiveness in terms of correctly identifying failures and in minimizing the incorrect identification of correct test results as failures depends on the application’s behavior. We also found that by unioning the results of carefully selected individual oracle comparators, we sometimes achieved better effectiveness in identifying failures than using an individual comparator alone. While the simple union combination was promising, a tester typically does not have the time and resources to evaluate all the comparators, select which of the individual oracle comparators to combine (22 comparators in our case), and determine how to combine the oracle results (e.g., union or some other operation) to create the most effective oracle comparator for the application under test.

In this paper, we propose applying decision tree learning to systematically select the best oracle combination. We applied decision tree learning because, unlike other machine learning approaches such as neural networks, decision tree learning outputs an intuitive, generalized model of a training data set that can be easily interpreted by the tester. Furthermore, decision tree learning is tunable to the tester’s effectiveness goals, and it executes quickly—less than a minute to train on 1.4 million responses.

We applied decision tree learning to determine the best oracle comparators for four subject applications. While some of the learned oracles matched our intuitions, others were surprising. In some cases, an individual oracle comparator had better effectiveness than any oracle combination. Our results do not indicate one oracle that fits every application. Thus, we suggest that, if an application has similar behavior to one of our subject applications, the tester can select the appropriate, learned oracle. However, for the best effectiveness, a tester should follow our proposed process for learning an oracle by training on the application.

After Section 2 summarizes the oracle comparators and results from our previous work, Section 3 presents our approach to learning the best oracle combination. In Section 4, we describe our case study to evaluate the oracle combinations and present and analyze our results. We present related work in Section 5 and conclude with our recommended process for testers to apply our approach and future work in Section 6.

2 HTML-based Oracle Comparators

In previous work, we implemented a suite of 22 HTML-based oracle comparators that focused on various charac-
characteristics of a web application’s HTML response [19]. We summarize the contributions of that work in this section.

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) [10] is the standard language for publishing web pages, regardless of the programming language(s) used to implement the web application. As shown in Figure 1, authors include content as well as HTML elements to structure the document and provide presentation directives (e.g., headings, hyperlinks, style, and layout) in an HTML document. HTML elements usually have a start tag with zero or more attributes (name/value pairs) and may have an end tag and content enclosed between tags.

Any part of an HTML document may contain failures. An oracle comparator that naively detects every difference between the actual and expected HTML output could mistakenly report a failure when the difference lies in real-time, dynamic information. Reporting such true negatives, while oracles towards the bottom had more false positives, while oracles towards the bottom had more false negatives and fewer true positives. Since the Document oracle is the root of the partial ordering, if Document reports “pass”, all the child oracles will also report pass; conversely, Document will report a failure if any other comparator reports a failure. Because of this tradeoff between true positives and true negatives, we investigated if unioning or intersecting oracle comparators (such as one that reports few false positives with one that reports low false negatives) created a more effective oracle. We found that unioning carefully selected comparators had better effectiveness than either individual comparator and that, across all applications, N+I ∪ C-WD had the best overall effectiveness.

While N+I ∪ C-WD was effective, we did not exhaustively combine multiple oracles or use alternative operations to combine the comparators to identify the optimal oracle combination. In this paper, we explore a systematic approach that quickly learns the most effective oracle combination.

3 Learning Effective Oracle Combinations

We applied decision tree learning to identify the most effective combinations of oracle comparators. Decision tree learning is an inductive learning method that constructs a classifier, or decision tree, for a given training data set [15]. Our classification problem is to correctly classify an HTTP request as pass or no pass (whether the resulting response exhibits a failure or not), given a feature set containing the results of several oracle comparators and a quantification of application behavior. A decision tree is trained on this set of features—the actual pass or no pass output of each oracle comparator and a quantification of application behavior—and an expected pass or no pass classification for each request/response pair in the training set. The learned decision tree is our effective oracle combination.

The remainder of this section describes our training data.
in more detail, our methodology for learning the oracle comparator combinations, and the learned combinations.

3.1 Training Data

Our training data consists of the actual pass or no pass output from each oracle comparator, a quantification of application behavior, and the human-generated expected oracle results. To generate both pass and no pass expected oracle results for training, we executed test suites on fault-seeded versions of four subject applications.

3.1.1 Subject Applications and Test Suites

The four subject applications have varying sizes (1K-50K non-commented lines of code), technologies, and representative web application activities: a conference website (Masplas); an e-commerce bookstore (Book) [8]; a course project manager (CPM); and a digital library (DSpace) [6]. Table 2 summarizes the applications’ code characteristics.

We generated test suites by deploying each subject application, collecting user requests to each application, and then converting the requests into a test suite of user sessions [17].

Table 3 shows characteristics of each application’s test suites. The number of requests is the total number of HTTP requests. We show both the number of requests and the number of HTML responses because some DSpace responses are the publication itself in various formats, and therefore a simple diff of the publications—rather than an HTML comparator—can validate the response. The test suites do not completely cover the code because users do not access some code, such as error and administrative code and
code for alternative configurations. In previous work [19], we found that our test suites exercised only deterministic behavior for Masplas and Book and exercised some real-time and nondeterministic behavior in CPM and DSpace.

### 3.1.2 Creating Faulty Application Versions

To create faulty versions of each subject application, students familiar with web applications manually seeded faults into each application. We also seeded naturally occurring faults that were discovered by users during application deployment into Masplas, CPM, and DSpace. In general, five types of faults were seeded—data store (faults that exercise application code interacting with the data store), logic (application code logic errors in the data and control flow), form (e.g., modifications to name-value pairs and form actions), appearance (faults that change the way the page appears), and link (changes to hyperlinks). A seeded fault can be in multiple categories. The rightmost column in Table 3 reports the number of seeded and exposed faults. Since the test suites did not exercise some seeded faults and some faults did not manifest in the HTML responses, we report the number of seeded and exposed faults separately and only analyze the comparator results for exposed faults.

### 3.1.3 Expected and Actual Oracle Results

For our training data, we need the expected and actual oracle comparator results for a set of responses. To generate these results, we replayed the test suite with state [18], where application state is restored before replaying every test case in the suite on the clean and fault-seeded versions of each subject application, within our experimental framework described in previous work [18]. By replaying with state, test suite execution on the faulty versions closely matches the clean execution, but faults that manifest themselves in the application’s state will not propagate in the state for subsequent test cases to expose. If we allowed faulty state to propagate, the responses would diverge from the clean responses more, and failures would become trivial to detect. Replaying with state reduces the number of responses that may display a failure, making it more difficult for comparators to detect failures and easier to differentiate between the comparators. We then executed each oracle comparator, comparing the test suite’s responses from the clean version of the application (the expected test results) with the responses from the fault-seeded versions (actual results). We manually determined the expected pass/no pass results for the ideal oracle by checking if each response exhibited a failure.

Table 4 summarizes the expected oracle results for our training data. The majority of the training data were passes; furthermore, most of the passes are trivial, where the responses from the clean and fault-seeded versions have no differences (i.e., Document outputs pass) because faults do not manifest themselves in the majority of responses. For trivial passes, any HTML comparator will correctly report pass. We report trivial and non-trivial passes separately because differentiating between comparators when including trivial pass results becomes more difficult.

### 3.1.4 The Role of Application Behavior

As reported in previous work [19], application behavior such as nondeterminism and real-time behavior plays a role in the effectiveness of the oracle comparators, and therefore we include it as a feature of our training data. For example, Document effectively identifies failures in deterministic applications but reports too many false positives for innocuous differences from nondeterministic applications. Thus, in addition to the output of each oracle comparator and the human-annotated expected results, our training data set includes two binary features that quantify application behavior: application nondeterminism and response nondeterminism. Because a tester can automatically discover which application responses are nondeterministic, we believe that including these features does not put an undue burden on the tester.

We automatically determined which application re-
responses are nondeterministic by executing the test suites on the clean version of the application (no seeded faults) nine times over several months. Responses that are the same for each execution are considered deterministic, whereas responses that change at least once are considered nondeterministic. Masplas and Book are entirely deterministic applications, whereas CPM and DSpace have both deterministic and nondeterministic and real-time responses.

### 3.2 Learning Oracle Combinations

This section describes our methodology for learning the most effective oracle combinations. We used the C5.0 decision tree learner (http://www.rulequest.com/see5-info.html) to construct a decision tree, learned from our training data. To allow the tester to apply the learned oracle combinations easily in practice, we interpret the decision tree that was output by C5.0 as a propositional logic formula. We converted a decision tree to a logic formula by rewriting the tree path to a no-pass classification as a disjunction of conjunctions of the constraints [12]. We then applied basic logic operations to simplify the resulting oracle combinations.

C5.0 supports variable misclassification costs, i.e., we can tune C5.0 to generate oracle combinations with fewer false positives, false negatives, or total error. Variable misclassification costs are useful because, in practice, a tester might want to use an oracle combination with no false positives to quickly isolate severe faults. Once these easily detected faults have been fixed, a tester could apply an oracle with few false negatives for more comprehensive testing. Therefore, we execute C5.0 several times, specifying various misclassification costs, to create oracle combinations with different error rates.

Interestingly, decision trees trained on all four applications created overly complex oracle combinations that did not agree with our intuition of appropriate combinations of oracle comparators. Because such complicated trees may not accurately represent a generalized model of the training data, we only report here the oracle combinations derived specifically from each application’s training data. Table 5 shows the percent of false positives and false negatives for each learned oracle on its training data. Note, we report the false positive rate as

$$\text{False Positive Rate} = \frac{\text{# reported failures}}{\text{# failures Document reports}}$$

so that we do not include trivial passes—cases where the expected and actual responses have no differences—to better distinguish between comparators.

**Masplas.** Because Masplas does not exhibit any real-time or nondeterministic behavior, the Document-based oracle DB-W is sufficient to achieve zero false positives and zero false negatives, as shown in Table 5.

**Book.** Although Book is deterministic, unlike Masplas, no combination of oracles yields zero false positives and false negatives. The best overall combination for Book is $T \cup C$. $T \cup C$ is very similar to DB-W (the same oracle learned for Masplas), but DB-W increases the error rate from 4.25 percent to 4.41 percent. To eliminate false negatives at the cost of false positives, D is the best oracle for Book.

**CPM.** The best oracle combination for CPM takes advantage of the nondeterministic response variable and applies the D oracle only to the deterministic responses. We call this new oracle combination $dD$ for a deterministic document oracle. Because many of CPM’s responses contain forms, the $N+F-Sel$ is also applied in CPM’s best oracle: $dD \cup N+F-Sel$. As shown in Table 5, CPM’s best oracle combination has no false positives. Like Book, the D oracle is sufficient to eliminate false negatives for CPM.

**DSpace.** The best overall oracle for DSpace is $N+U$, which has very low false positives and false negatives. $N+U$ performs best for DSpace because there is nondeterminism in the order of links in a response. To eliminate false positives at the expense of almost doubling the number of false negatives, the $N-S+U$ oracle can be used instead. As shown in Table 5, eliminating the false negatives by applying the $C-WD \cup N+F$ oracle combination causes the number of false positives to increase.

**Cross-validation.** Table 6 shows the percent of false posi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Oracle</th>
<th>False -</th>
<th>False +</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masplas</td>
<td>DB-W</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>T \cup C</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM</td>
<td>$dD \cup N+F-Sel$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>7.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSpace</td>
<td>N+U</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSpace</td>
<td>N-S+U</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSpace</td>
<td>C-WD $\cup N+F$</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Percent Error for Oracle Comparators Trained on Each Application Separately

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Oracle</th>
<th>False -</th>
<th>False +</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masplas</td>
<td>DB-W</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>13.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>T \cup C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.32</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>19.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM</td>
<td>$dD \cup N+F-Sel$</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>11.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.83</td>
<td>19.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSpace</td>
<td>N+U</td>
<td>25.56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSpace</td>
<td>N-S+U</td>
<td>25.56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSpace</td>
<td>C-WD $\cup N+F$</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>21.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Percent Error for Oracle Comparators Cross-validated on Other Three Applications
tive and false negative results for each oracle cross-validated on the data for the remaining three applications. Low total error, such as the error for $d\cup N+F-Sel$ and $DB-W$, implies the oracle combination is successful on its training data as well as on new data. High total error implies that the oracle combination fits the training data well but does not generalize to other applications.

4 Evaluating Learned Oracle Combinations

This case study investigates the research question: *How many failures does a learned comparator miss (false negatives) and how many responses are incorrectly identified as failures (false positives) when used on data beyond the training set?* To answer our research question, we evaluated the learned oracle comparators in two experiments. In the first experiment, we perform a comprehensive analysis of the effect of real-time and nondeterministic application behavior on the effectiveness of the oracle comparators. In the second experiment, we evaluate the oracle comparators in detecting failures caused by seeded faults.

**Independent and Dependent Variables.** The independent variable is the learned oracle comparator. Specifically, we evaluate the $C-WD \cup N+L$, the oracle combination that had the best mean effectiveness in previous work [19], and the oracle combinations developed from our analysis in Section 3: $DB-W$, $T$, $d\cup N+F-Sel$, $N+U$, $N+U-S$, and $C-WD \cup F$. The dependent variable is the failure detection error rate in terms of both false positives and false negatives.

**Subject Applications and Test Suites.** We used the subject applications and test suites described in Section 3.1.1. In the first experiment, we executed a larger DSpace test suite, containing 1800 test cases, 22129 requests, and 17892 responses with 65.6% statement coverage.

4.1 Methodology

**Effect of Nondeterminism/Real-Time Behavior.** For CPM and DSpace (our applications that exhibit nondeterministic and real-time behavior), we replayed the same test suite nine times on the clean version of the application over several months. We then executed each individual and combination oracle comparators pairwise on the responses from the nine executions of each test suite, totaling 36 outputs for each comparator per application. Because the applications do not contain faults during this experiment, any failures that an oracle comparator reports are false positives. For CPM, 2964 of the 444,672 paired responses (less than 1%) were different, as determined by the Document comparator. Of the 1,240,344 pairs of DSpace responses, 48,458 (3.9%) were different.

**Failure Detection Effectiveness.** We analyzed each learned oracle comparator’s effectiveness at identifying failures from seeded faults in all our subject applications. The methodology for seeding faults was presented in Section 3.1. Since we used considerably more results for CPM than the other applications, which may bias the results towards the comparators learned from CPM, we also evaluated the comparators on normalized data, where we duplicated Masplas’s, Book’s and DSpace’s results 49, 10, and 19 times, respectively, so that the number of results were each approximately equal to CPM’s and then combined them with CPM’s results.

4.2 Threats to Validity

Since we performed our study with four applications, a study with additional applications may be necessary to generalize the results; however, we chose subjects with different technologies, implementers, and application and usage characteristics to help reduce the threat to generalizing our results. We believe that our oracle comparators are general and will handle most web applications and their HTML output; however, we designed our oracle comparators with knowledge of how our subject applications behave.

Manually seeded faults may be more difficult to expose than naturally occurring faults [2]. Although we tried to model the seeded faults as closely as possible to naturally occurring faults—even including naturally occurring faults from previous deployments, some of the seeded faults may not represent natural faults. Because the faults may not be realistic, we may bias the results to some comparator because it does or does not detect those types of faults. Since we only consider the number of HTML responses containing manifestations of the fault detected/missed by the oracles and not the severity or detectability of the faults detected/missed, the conclusions of our experiment could be different if the results were weighted by fault severity or detectability. We also do not analyze sources of false positives beyond nondeterminism or real-time behavior.

4.3 Results and Analysis

4.3.1 Effect of Nondeterminism/Real-time Behavior

Table 7 presents the false positive results for the first experiment to partially answer our research question. Recall that any failure (difference in expected and actual processed responses) reported by an oracle is a false positive because the application is the clean version. We report the false positive rate as defined in Section 3.2.

---

1Our evaluation does not include detecting unmet time/space-constraint failures.

2We chose nine executions and 36 suite-level outputs by the comparator to obtain a good sample size for indicating nondeterminism.
Since the test suites were replayed over several months, the real-time behavior has more of an effect on the responses than in the training data used to develop the oracles. Thus, even the oracle combinations developed to minimize false positives for a specific application, while still maintaining low false negatives, report some false positives: CPM’s $dD \cup N+F-Sel$ reported 38.7% of responses with differences as failures and DSpace’s $N-S+U$ reported 9.35% of the differences as failures. The oracle combinations developed for a deterministic application ($T \cup C$) and across all applications ($N+I \cup C-WD$) have much higher false positive errors than the oracle comparators designed specifically for the applications with nondeterministic and real-time behavior.

### 4.3.2 Failure Detection

Figure 4 reports the oracle comparators’ error rate in detecting failures across all applications, sorted by total error. For the oracle comparator labels, we used “*” instead of $\cup$. The false positive rate (in light gray) is stacked on top of the false negative rate (in dark gray) to show the total error. Again, the error rates do not include the responses that trivially pass (described in Section 3.1.3); to calculate the error rates, we divide the comparator’s number of reported false positives or false negatives by the number of failures reported by the Document comparator. Excluding the responses that trivially pass does not change the relative performance of the comparators but helps to distinguish the comparators. When we include the responses that trivially pass, all the reported oracles have error rates less than 1.5%.

The best oracle comparator combinations in terms of least total error are $dD \cup N+F-Sel$ (the oracle developed to minimize error for CPM) and $N+I \cup C-WD$, the oracle combination identified as the best in previous work [19]. As expected from the cross-validation results in Table 6, $dD \cup N+F-Sel$ performed well when applied to all the applications. Oracles with high cross-validation error rates also had more error as shown in Figure 4. The Document-based oracles have the least false negatives at the cost of more false positives.

We also evaluated the comparators on normalized data, as described in Section 4.1. Figure 5 presents the error rates on the normalized data for the comparators, sorted in the same order as Figure 4. $N+I \cup C-WD$ has the best overall effectiveness on the normalized data.

Not surprisingly, Figures 4 and 5’s results indicate the most effective oracles in general examine both an HTML response’s content and structure because failures can manifest in any part of a response.

### 5 Related Work

Researchers have developed various solutions to the challenges of oracle comparators, including pseudo oracles [20], automating oracles [11, 16], and creating specialized oracles for specific domains using model-based techniques, e.g., [1, 4, 5, 11]. Our comparators are automated, consistent pseudo oracles (focused on a subset of the web applications’ output—HTML responses) that do not require a specialized model. Other groups have mentioned using HTML-based oracles [5, 7] but provided few details on the comparator or experimental investigation into the accuracy of their oracles in the context of nondeterministic behavior.

Other researchers have applied machine-learning techniques to software engineering and, specifically, classifying program executions as pass or no pass [3, 9, 14]. However,
rather than learning from combinations of oracles, these approaches use execution profile information for features.

This paper differs from our previous work [19] by providing a systematic, learning-based approach to selecting an oracle comparator for web applications.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a general decision tree learning approach to identify the most effective oracle combinations for web application testing. We applied this approach to four applications and evaluated the learned oracle combinations in two experiments. Our results indicate that the most effective oracle for a given application is learned by training on its own expected oracle results. Across all applications, the best oracle comparator is N+I ∪ C-WD. The most effective learned oracle comparator is dD ∪ N+F-Sel, which has fewer false positives for nondeterministic applications than N+I ∪ C-WD.

More importantly, to learn an oracle specialized to an application, we recommend the following process to testers:

1. Create oracle training data. Since our results do not support creating an oracle combination based on training data derived from another application, a tester should execute a test suite on the clean version of her application as well as on faulty versions, using faults from bug reports. She should then execute the suite of individual oracle comparators on the clean and faulty responses and manually determine if each response passes (i.e., create the expected results). The tester should also identify the responses that have nondeterministic and real-time behavior by executing the test suite on the clean version multiple times and comparing the results. The tester combines the information about application behavior, actual comparator results, and expected comparator results to create the training data. In this paper, we used at least 20,000 responses to learn the oracle combination; however, we believe that the decision trees can learn effective oracles from fewer observations.

2. Use decision trees to learn the best oracle combination. The tester can tailor learning to meet her goals; for example, the tester may want the learned combination to reduce overall error, false positives, or false negatives.

3. Evolve oracle combination as application evolves. As the application evolves, the application’s behavior and what constitutes a failure may change. The tester should repeat steps 1 and 2 with more recent bug reports to create a more accurate oracle.

In the future, we would like to further evaluate our decision tree learning approach by executing the learned oracle combinations on additional faults for the applications they were trained on, as well as on additional applications with different application behaviors.
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